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rest!). The commentary (expect Jack to put in his “two-cents worth” as well) will involve
sharing some photographs of entries from Beage & Jack (and others) in Challenge Classes within
our Puget Sound area and also some individual horticulture specimens. The Kileys are among
the premier rose exhibitors in our Northwest Region and it will be a special treat to hear from
them.
Bring your (labeled) pruners to be sharpened by our experts Cliff Martin and Jim Leisner!

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
By Ellen Wold
And now a new year begins. Thanks to all of you for electing me your new president. I’ll do all
I can, along with offers of help and support from so many of you, to make this a truly great year.
Wasn’t that the best banquet! Cliff says that 63 people signed in and there were a few who
didn’t, so there were probably 65 to 70 people present. Thanks to everyone for the delicious food
and desserts. A special thanks to Margaret Leisner for organizing the silent auction and to all
the bidders. To Marie Cayton for the beautiful centerpieces, Gracie Baker for the lovely
corsages, Jo Martin for those special rose napkins she brought all the way from Arizona just for
this occasion and to everyone who worked so hard to make this a fun and memorable afternoon.
The attention getting and keeping program by Barbara and Bruce Lind was on Slovenia, a
country we seldom hear about and the Rhine. Along with the excellent photography, it was
made even more interesting by the inside story about the relatives they found there. And all this
was laced with Bruce’s witty humor. Barbara even dressed for the part in her beautiful top and
necklace from the region!
If you haven’t already, you might want to check with Ava Brock to work at Peninsula Gardens
for a few hours on a Sat. or Sun. It’s lots of fun to help the public with their questions and find
roses to fit their needs. You get to take home a free rose too!
Pruning the Pt. Defiance Rose Garden is right around the corner on Sat., March 1st. The public
is invited so you have even more people to meet and talk about roses. Bruce will be giving howto lessons so gather up your gloves, bucket, pruners and dress for the weather. The coffee pot is
always on as well as hot water for tea or hot chocolate to help keep you warm.
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I hope to see all of you at our next regular meeting on Thurs., Feb. 21st. Cliff told me our
PNW District Director and TRS member, Jack Kiley, will talk about the district
photography winners that were awarded at the district convention last October. I’m sure he
will have some great visuals also. His wife, Beage, will present exhibiting tips. She really
knows how best to display your roses, not only for the upcoming shows but for your own
personal use as well.
Come out to the events and say hi! If you have any suggestions as to what you would like
see different or in addition to what we do now, please let me know.

POINT DEFIANCE ROSE GARDEN NEWS
by Margaret Leisner

PRESIDENT
ELLEN WOLD
AND HER
MOTHER FRAN

“March is just
around the
corner and so is
the annual
pruning at the
Point Defiance
rose garden.”

How time flies! March is just around the corner and so is the annual pruning at the Point
Defiance rose garden. This year it will be on SATURDAY, MARCH 1ST, beginning at 9:00
a.m., rain or shine.
Rosarians are often asked about the proper way to prune roses. If you are new to rose
growing or just want to make sure that you are pruning correctly, then you will not want to
miss this annual event, sponsored by the Tacoma Rose Society in cooperation with Metro
Parks/Tacoma.
Plan to come to the garden on March 1st, dressed for the weather, and equipped with a small
bucket, gloves and sharp pruners. (See related article about the tool sharpening available at the
February TRS meeting.)
Master Rosarian Bruce Lind will be present to provide instructions on the correct way to
prune prior to the starting time of 9:00 a.m. Several Consulting Rosarians also will be there
to answer your questions and assist you as needed. Novices are encouraged to attend and so
are members of the general public.
Due to an infestation of crown gall in certain areas of the garden, everyone will be asked to dip
and or/spray pruners frequently with a Lysol solution which will be provided by TRS. This is
to prevent further spreading of this bacterial disease, which is present in all soil and can be
spread by pruning. The bushes that have had gall removed will be covered with a layer of
sawdust, and Steve Herbig, a Metro Parks Horticulturist, has requested that we do not prune
those particular roses.
After each row in the garden has been pruned, bright plastic ribbons will be placed at the ends
of that row to avoid duplicating the work.
Now for the fun part: after the work is completed, usually around noon, everyone is invited to
The Lodge (the large gray building near the main rose garden) for a delicious hot meal. The
fame of our TRS cooks has spread far and wide, so you can look forward to some great
homemade soups, stews and other delights. Of course there will be plenty of hot coffee and tea,
plus some mouthwatering desserts as well.
If you have any questions or need more information about this annual event, please call me at
537-2564 or contact any of the TRS officers or board members listed on the back of this
Queen’s Herald.
A final note: Besides the pruning, another important event is scheduled in March. That would
be the Garden Sale on Saturday, March 22nd. This annual sale, which benefits the rose
gardens at Point Defiance Park will feature a variety of rose bushes and other plants at great
prices. More on this in next month’s column.

DUES ARE DUE
Please remember that dues for 2008 are due! They are $15 per household per calendar year.
That is still a great bargain. You can bring your dues to the next meeting or send them to the
treasurer (address on last page). Your mailing label indicates whether you are “paid up”.
Please indicate whether you prefer your newsletter via email or hard copy. For those of you
who are getting only the email version starting this month, please check the label on your last
hard copy. I’m still working on a way to easily inform email users of their status.
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BEGINNERS COLUMN
by Anne Theivagt
Here we are at the beginning of a new rose year; this is the time of year that I plan what’s leaving
and what’s coming in. It’s also the time to transplant any rose that needs a new home.
To plant the new roses that you purchase in February you first should prune them to four main
canes of about 6-10 inches. The less cane the rose has to support, the more the roots can reestablish
themselves. If you are planting bare root bushes make sure that you have soaked them in a bucket
of water for at least a few hours before planting, I always try for overnight then I am fairly sure the
plant is well hydrated. I will then prepare the new planting holes; my planting holes are around 18
inches deep by two feet wide with the soil going into a wheel barrel. The soil returning to the hole
will only be ½ of what was removed, in the wheel barrel I will mix in organic materials such as
well-rotted chicken or steer manures, Tagro or compost.
I also have a mixture that I put in the bottom of each hole. I mix together; 1 cup each of Epson
salts, Kelp meal, Bone meal, Cottonseed meal, Blood meal, Dolomite Lime and Alfalfa meal. If I
am planting two roses I double the mixture - each planting hole will get 5 cups mixed into the soil.
Do not add any chemical nitrogen at this time. We don’t want to encourage any top growth at this
time of the year.

LOVERS LANE
HYBRID TEA

I set the rose in the hole to see if the hole needs to be adjusted. If not I will put some of the wheel
barrel soil mixture in the bottom and 5 cups of the meal mixture. At this time I also add ¼ cup of
Triple Superphosphate and mix it all together. This is your only chance to put phosphate at the
root level of the rose. It takes many years to reach the roots from the surface.
With this all mixed together I will make a cone for the rose to sit on making sure that the bud union
is above the ground level. Set the bush carefully on the cone and spread out the roots holding the
plant steady. Begin filling the hole with the soil mixture pressing it gently with your hands. When
the hole is half filled, fill the hole with water to help eliminate air pockets. After the hole has
drained I add the remaining 2 cups of the meal mixture and then fill the rest of the hole with the
soil mixture. Press down gently with your hands and water again.
You will need to mound this newly planted rose bush and you can use the remaining soil mixture
adding any organic material needed to have at least ½ of the plant covered.
Those of you who know me know that I am a fool for pink and white/cream roses so it should be no
surprise to anyone that I am looking forward to planting at least one ‘April in Paris’. I hope you
have found at least one new rose that you can’t live without; I seem to find several new ones every
year.
I have high hopes for our rose season this year I’m looking forward to a great year and hope that
you are too.

THE OGR AND SHRUB JOURNAL

A PUBLICATION OF THE AMERICAN ROSE SOCIETY
Jeff Wckoff, Vice President of the ARS, recently took over as editor of The OGR and Shrub
Journal. It is a quarterly journal that can be obtained either as a hard copy or online. You can
view Volume 4, Issue 2, 2007 on the ARS website www.ars.org. Go to the “Members Only” link
at the top right of the home page, then to OGR & Shrub Journal at the bottom left of the next page.
New subscriptions to the Journal are $10/year for the full-color, online version, which will be
available through the ARS site by password in the future. Or you can get the black and white hard
copy for $15/year. All copies will contain 2 pages of color.
Subscriptions should be sent to Laura Pfender, American Rose Society, P.O. Box 30,000,
Shreveport,LA 71130.

“I hope you
have found at
least one new
rose that you
can’t live
without. I seem
to find several
new ones every
year.”
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TIPTOE THROUGH THE SNOWFLAKES
By Designing Woman

TRULY YOURS
HYBRID TEA

“Keep chanting,
“Spring is on
its Way!”

Keep chanting, “Spring is on its Way!” even though it is 40 degrees, the ground is frozen and
snowflakes may be falling. This indoor dreaming time is the perfect opportunity to plan some
future rose arrangements. If there is time for a brisk walk outdoors, take pruning shears in
hand and search for some leafless shrubs in an abandoned lot. Cut several lengths, 15-18”
long of both straight and curved lines. A little later in February, pussywillows will be
available, but any type of slender branches without side branching will work in an
arrangement.
This is the time of year we have permission to spend a few dollars at Safeway, Fred Meyer,
Costco or wherever they are selling gorgeous roses. What an uplifting feeling to bring those
perfect roses home. The appropriate excuse, of course, is that they are needed for rose
arrangement practice. In reality, the roses in winter are better than most medications. In
addition to the roses, search your garden for a few green leaves of foliage to add at the base of
the design. If the foliage is too large, it can be trimmed with scissors for better scale.
CENTERPIECE
In a low bowl*, fitted with a needle holder, position three pieces of line material, one perhaps
18”, a second one 15” and a third about 9-10”. Follow these same outlines with roses cut
approximately 4” below each cut line. Place the foliage material near the needle holder. This
gives the arrangement weight at the base and also covers the needle holder.
Finish the arrangement in back with two more roses, about 9” and 5” tall. Additional short
branches of line material may also be added for balance.
*(Pour water into the container so that it is over the needle holder. Replace water daily.)
Since you purchased a dozen roses and have only used 5, there are leftover roses to place in
bud vases for the kitchen table, bathroom, or wherever cheerfulness is needed.
HAPPY VALENTINE’S DAY OR PRESIDENT’S DAY!!
Ta Ta, DW

CONGRATULATIONS JACK KILEY!

On January 30, 2008, LEAD Thurston County presented Jack Kiley their
DISTINGUISHED LEADER AWARD. Jack is president of Puget Sound Senior Games, the
host organization for the Washington State Senior Games, which has been held annually in the Puget
Sound region for more than a dozen years. Under Jack’s presidency the Washington State Senior
Games has seen a steady growth in numbers of participants, events and hosting venues. The number
of athletic participants in the Games has more than doubled during his tenure, from 700 just four
years ago to more than 1,600 in 2007. Jack was recognized for his initiative and personal drive in
making the Games a first class athletic event. Known for his warmth and personal style, he has also
built a strong network of sports commissioners and volunteers to staff the Games. We all know that
this is also what he has done for the PNW District!

SUNSHINE CHAIR

Daisy Radloff is in Texas with her grandson. Until she returns, sometime in May, Barbara Lind will
take over the duties of the Sunshine Chair. Please let her know if someone needs a “cheer-up” note.
Ralph Taylor called the other day to say he is now living at home again.

NORTHWEST ROSARIAN

The Northwest Rosarian is published quarterly. It is distributed free to members of the ARS and a
local Pacific Northwest society. Individual copies are $3.00 US; one-year subscriptions are $12.00
US funds. Send subscriptions to Pacific Northwest District ARS, 1120 25th Ave SW, Albany OR
98321. Send address changes to Lou Little, Northwest Rosarian, 9803 NE 83ed St, Vancouver,
WA 98662.
The Pacific Northwest Rosarian is now available via email. If you have an email address and did
not receive your copy via email, please contact Lou Little at loulittleii@yahoo.com.
So, if you are a TRS member and an ARS member, you should be getting this district newsletter. If
you are not, please email Lou Little or let Barbara Lind know.
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ROSE OF THE MONTH
HANNAH GORDON
Sharon Harris, Springfield, MI
(This article was reprinted from the ARS website.)
You probably have already heard that for the last 20 years a lot of the roses grown in the United
States under the name of ‘Nicole’ are really its sister rose ‘Hannah Gordon’ (aka: KORweiso,
Raspberry Ice, and Tabris). I have grown this rose since 2003 under the name ‘Hannah
Gordon’ and it is a wonderful rose. Since it is now getting its due recognition (those Rose Shows
where ‘Nicole’ got accolades??? … most of that praise belongs to ‘Hannah Gordon’). I thought it
would be a good rose to highlight for Rose of the Month.
‘Hannah Gordon’ is classed as a Floribunda and it has beautiful bi-color blooms of white with a
light red to dark pink edge with a soft fragrance (‘Nicole’ has a lighter pink edge and many more
petals). The blooms have 20 – 25 petals and they come one to a stem and in nice clusters of up
to nine large blooms in flushes all season long. The center of the bloom starts out high,
somewhat like a Hybrid Tea. It opens slowly, either hiding shyly behind its petals or showing its
yellow stamens. The flowers last a long time and will slowly fade to a soft pink and white.
The foliage is dark green and glossy, which is a nice contrast to the bright blooms. Although I do
spray with fungicides I’m not very timely in my applications but I have seen no disease on
‘Hannah Gordon’ as I have on some other roses in my garden.
Bred in Germany by W. Kordes and Son in 1984 ‘Hannah Gordon’ is a cross of an unnamed
seedling x ‘Bordure Rose’ (Floribunda, Delbard, 1974) and named after the Scottish actress,
Hannah Gordon, (born 1941). It is a tall, slender shrub, growing upright and just right for the
back of the border. Height and width is said to be 5 – 7’ X 26” (‘Nicole’ is only 2 – 3’ tall).
Here in my Michigan garden it does die back to the snowline or ground most winters, which is
not unusual for Hybrid Teas and Floribundas here, but it comes back vigorously and reaches 4 –
5’ by the time our short season ends. Vigorous growth and blooming a lot are musts for my
garden.
So we have gorgeous blooms on a healthy shrub that are great for garden, vase or for show.
What’s not to love??!!

GARDENING CAN BRING ON PAINS OF OVERUSE
By Tracy Boyd

(Reprinted from the News Tribune – thanks to Joan Hanson for submitting the article.)
Gardening can be a wonderful way to sneak physical activity into your day. The lifting,
carrying, bending and cultivating certainly benefit our body. Gardening also is revered for its
positive effect on stress.
However, be warned: Physician and Sports Medicine magazine regularly ranks gardening in its
top 10 list of activities that promote carpal tunnel syndrome.
This debilitating condition and related repetitive strain injuries occur when the wrist or fingers
repeatedly are moved in an unnatural fashion, putting strain on the bones and ligaments of the
wrist and hand.
Signs of carpal tunnel syndrome include wrist pain that can extend up to the shoulders, burning,
tingling, numbness or a pins-and-needles sensation isolated to the thumb, index finger, middle
finger or ring finger.
Repetitive strain injuries such as tendonitis of the wrist or finger tendons cause synovial tissue in
the wrist to become inflamed. This inflammation can cause muscular pain, including pain in the
forearm or shoulder. (Continued on page 7)

HANNAH
GORDON
FLORIBUNDA
BY SHARON HARRIS
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THE MEANING OF ROSES
Valentine’s Day is near and if you are considering giving roses, you might want to learn the

significance of each rose color as listed on www.rosaflora-flowers.com.
Red Roses
Red roses convey a simple message: "I love you". This makes them the ultimate symbol of
romantic love and the most popular choice on Valentine’s Day. Other meanings for red roses
include desire, passion, courage, respect, beauty and sincerity. A red rosebud symbolizes purity
and loveliness.
Coral Roses
Coral roses speak of desire and passion.
Lilac or Lavender Roses
Lilac roses reveal love at first sight or enchantment.
LOVESTRUCK
Orange Roses
FLORIBUNDA
Orange roses communicate desire, enthusiasm and fascination. They make an excellent choice
for a new relationship that you wish to pursue further.
Peach Roses
Peach roses express gratitude, appreciation, admiration or sympathy. They can also convey
sociability and friendship and send the message "Let's get together". A pale peach rose
symbolizes modesty.
Pink Roses
In general, pink roses symbolize grace, gentility and happiness and express appreciation and
gratitude.
Pale Pink Roses
Pale pink roses connote grace, joy, gentility and gratitude.
Light Pink Roses
Light pink roses suggest happiness and fun. Like all pink roses, they also convey admiration
and appreciation.
Deep Pink Roses
Deep pink roses say "Thank you". They also express appreciation, admiration, sincerity and
sympathy.
White Roses
Second only to red roses in popularity, white roses symbolize truth and innocence. They
RAFT ISLAND ROSES
also represent silence, secrecy, reverence, humility, youthfulness and charm. You can
NURSERY
use them to say, "You're heavenly", "I miss you" and "I’m worthy of you". A white
rosebud symbolizes girlhood.
Washington’s largest selection of
Yellow Roses
roses!
Yellow roses symbolize friendship and freedom, so are not specifically romantic roses.
Thousands of PERENNIALS
They convey congratulations, joy, gladness and delight. But they also promise a new
Early Bird Special
beginning, say "Welcome back" and "Remember me", and can convey jealousy and
During February all potted roses
caring. Yellow roses with red tips convey friendship and falling in love.
25% off at $14.95 each
Dead Roses
Dead roses in any color convey "It's over!"
Our roses are potted in premium soil
containing organics: alfalfa, bone,
blood, kelp, fish and cottonseed meal
and composted chicken manure.

7201 Rosedale St NW
Gig Harbor, WA
10 AM to 5:30 PM
(253) 853-7900
Open Feb – Sept
www.raftislandroses.net

CONSULTING ROSARIAN SCHOOL/AUDIT

The Tri Cities Rose Society will host the PNW District conference May 24-25 in
Richland, WA this year. They have us on the schedule for 0800 Saturday morning the
24th to do either a Consulting Rosarian (CR) school or an audit. There will be an
audit, but if there is enough interest we will hold a school. If you are interested in
becoming a CR, please let us know by March 10th, as we need time to arrange for
speakers, etc. CR's - Let us know if you can help with the school/audit as well. The
ARS website lists the requirements for becoming a CR, or contact us.
John and Mitchie Moe
830 S 373rd St
Federal Way, WA 98003
mjmoe@seanet.com
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GARDENING QUIZ
It’s getting to be time to think about pruning your roses. (The actual pruning won’t take place
until March). Last year Cliff Martin gave a great program about gardening tools and pruning.
Since he is a retired Math teacher, he knew the value of giving a quiz to be sure we were paying
attention! So here is his quiz. Good luck and don’t cheat.
1. For pruning large rose branches use:
A. a chain saw B. a scissor type clipper C. a pruning saw D. a reciprocating
electric saw
2. For pruning small to medium branches use:
A. a 24 inch pruner B. a saw C. a bypass clipper D. a scissor clipper E. either C
or D.
3. When using a hand clipper you should:
A. Slowly increase pressure B. Make a quick decisive movement C. Rotate your
hand toward your little finger D. Cut on a diagonal E. B, C, and D
4. You should weed or cultivate when:
A. The weeds are small B. You have time to do it perfectly C. The moon is right D.
The pope is coming E. None of the above.
5. When digging a hole:
A. Scatter the dirt about the garden B. Put the dirt in a basket, on plastic or in a
wheel barrow, C. Flush the dirt down the drain.
6. When you have finished cultivating you should pick up every weed only if:
A. You are bored out of your gourd B. The president is coming C. You have been
given specific instructions accompanied by a threat!
7. A weed is a flower that is in the wrong place.
A. True B. False
8. Who said it first? “ If it isn’t a rose, it is a weed!”
A. Daisy B. Jim C. Jo D. Bruce
(Answers: 1 - C, 2 - E, 3 – E, 4 – A, 5 – B, 6 – C, 7 - ?, 8 - ?)

LOVING TOUCH
MINIATURE

GARDENING CAN BRING ON PAINS OF OVERUSE
Continued from page 5
Symptoms from either injury might not show up until hours or days after activity.
Some suggestions for avoiding these afflictions:
o Pace yourself. Spread gardening tasks over several days instead of cramming it
all into one afternoon. Rotate tasks, so you are not doing the same motion over
and over. This is what causes muscular pain. Take frequent rests from
repetitive activities, especially tasks such as pruning which requires gripping.
o Grasp – don’t pinch – tools, pots and other items
o Don’t push with your thumb. If you must, keep it in its neutral position. That
is the position it is naturally in when you are not using your hand. Wrap
thumbs around handles to avoid positioning them lengthwise along handles.
o Stop at the first sign of pain. Examine and adjust what you’re doing or how
you’re doing it.
If you have hand or wrist pain after a day in the garden, ice the affected area. Resist
the temptation to warm the area in the shower or with a heating pad, as this will
increase inflammation. Elevate the area.
You can take an over-the-counter agent such as ibuprofen to help reduce pain and the
swelling. If your symptoms are still intense two or three days later, see a doctor.

FAITH DAIRY
ORGANIC COMPOST
Open Saturday
8:00 AM – 1:30 PM
March – October
Or by Appointment
(253) 238-6912
Faith Dairy Compost is
comprised entirely of
nutrient rich dairy waste. It is
available in bags, for pickup,
and by delivery.
Call for pricing.
Faith Dairy
3509 72nd St E.
Tacoma, WA 98443
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